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Abstract: An electrified vehicle equipped with a stepped-ratio transmission and clutch(es) requires 
precise control of the clutch actuator(s) and power sources to achieve optimal gear shift perfor-
mance, which is characterized by smooth and swift gear shifts. Owing to the absence of the smooth-
ing effect of torque converters, dual-clutch transmission (DCT) powertrains are prone to inducing 
abrupt shift shocks—particularly during rapid clutch-to-clutch shifts. Balancing the smoothness and 
speed of shifts is a significant challenge and was the key focus of this study. Multiple experiments 
and model-based analyses were conducted to investigate the tradeoff between smoothness and shift 
time during the clutch-to-clutch shifts of a parallel-type hybrid electric vehicle with a dry DCT. Ad-
ditionally, the adverse effects of inaccurate power-source control on shift quality were experimen-
tally investigated. The results revealed the primary physical factors in terms of control causing tor-
sional driveline oscillations in clutch-to-clutch shifts. According to these observations, a detailed 
quantitative guide including how to generate reference trajectories for shift control is proposed, 
with the aim of reducing the driveline torsional vibrations without compromising the shift time. 
The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy was demonstrated through real-time experiments 
on an electrified powertrain with a DCT using a dedicated test bench. This study provides valuable 
insights for optimizing the shift performance of electrified vehicles—particularly for managing tor-
sional vibrations during clutch-to-clutch shifts. 
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1. Introduction 
Electrified vehicles, including hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), have superior emis-

sion reduction and energy efficiency compared to their conventional engine-driven coun-
terparts. For HEVs, this is achieved through the effective utilization of multiple energy 
sources—typically a combination of fuel and electrical energy. Critical to optimizing the 
vehicle performance is the adept management of the power distribution between these 
energy sources and the determination of optimal gear ratios for various driving condi-
tions. A typical integrated powertrain control structure for HEVs is represented in Figure 
1. Power management control strategies play a pivotal role, with the primary objective of 
minimizing fuel consumption while satisfying the driver’s power demand and adhering 
to constraints such as emissions, drivability, and state of charge regulation. Numerous 
power management strategies have been proposed for optimizing fuel economy and 
emissions in diverse HEV configurations [1–3]. Power management strategies establish 
set points for individual servo control loops operating at higher frequencies. To realize 
the intended HEV performance outlined by the power management strategy, each servo 
control loop must reliably achieve its set point through practical control algorithms. These 
algorithms consider the actual hardware or actuator characteristics to ensure precise 
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tracking. Among the various servo control loops, control of the transmission system is 
particularly crucial. It is responsible for executing actual gear shifts in alignment with the 
optimal gear commanded by the power management control loop while maintaining the 
overall vehicle performance and mitigating issues such as shift shock. Achieving the opti-
mal fuel economy during gear shifts necessitates the swift minimization of the shift tran-
sient time to reach the optimal gear ratio. However, excessively rapid gear shifts may in-
duce substantial torque vibrations throughout the driveline, potentially degrading the 
shift quality. 

 
Figure 1. Integrated powertrain control structure for a parallel hybrid vehicle. 

This study focuses on a parallel-type HEV equipped with a dry dual-clutch transmis-
sion (DCT), as illustrated schematically in Figure 2. The engine is linked to the integrated 
starter generator (ISG) through a belt, serving the purpose of initiating engine startup. 
Engagement of the engine clutch, which is positioned between the engine and drive mo-
tor, is initiated when transitioning from the pure electric vehicle mode to the parallel hy-
brid mode becomes necessary. DCTs have attracted considerable attention globally in the 
automotive industry owing to their notable performance in vehicle efficiency and shift 
quality. During gear shifts, DCTs employ two sets of clutches and transfer shafts to trans-
mit torque from the power sources to the axle shaft, eliminating the need for torque con-
verters and effectively addressing the drawbacks associated with other types of transmis-
sions. This configuration allows DCTs to substantially mitigate torque disruptions, inter-
ruptions, and other issues prevalent in manual transmissions (MTs) and automated man-
ual transmissions (AMTs). Additionally, DCTs have significantly higher efficiency than 
conventional planetary-type automatic transmissions (ATs) [4]. Recent applications have 
extended DCT usage to pure electric vehicles (EVs) and production HEVs, recognizing 
their advantages [5–7]. However, the absence of the smoothing effect of torque converters 
in DCT powertrains increases the likelihood of uncomfortable shift shocks during gear 
shifts—particularly in rapid clutch-to-clutch shifts [8]. Swift gear shifts are generally de-
sirable for optimal fuel economy, minimizing the loss of vehicle acceleration, and reduc-
ing clutch friction losses (for transmissions with clutch(es)), irrespective of the transmis-
sion type. Moreover, if the driver seeks rapid acceleration by abruptly pressing the accel-
erator pedal, the shift duration must be shortened [9]. In essence, the pursuit of comfort-
able and fast shifts presents a conflict, and these represent the two primary objectives of 
gear shift control (e.g., [10]). A practical gear shift control strategy must be designed for 
real vehicle applications, with careful consideration of the conflicts among various shift 
quality criteria. 
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In DCT powertrains, gear shifts involve the transition of torque delivered by power 
sources from one clutch to another, which is commonly known as a clutch-to-clutch shift. 
Generally, the DCT shift process consists of three phases: (i) the torque phase, in which 
the torque is transferred from the engaged clutch to the oncoming clutch; (ii) the inertia 
phase, which involves the synchronization of the oncoming clutch with the engine with 
the new gear ratio; and (iii) the end phase, which is characterized by transient lock-up 
oscillations immediately after the engagement of the oncoming clutch. During the torque 
phase, precise cross-shift control of the two clutches is essential for minimizing torque 
dips without inducing engine flares or clutch tie-ups [11]. In the inertia phase, the syn-
chronization control of the oncoming clutch, coupled with power-source control, plays a 
crucial role in achieving a comfortable shift and rapid engagement. Torque control of 
power sources such as drive motors or engines is necessary to compensate for driveline 
vibrations resulting from abrupt gear ratio changes and inertial torque lag [12,13]. In stud-
ies on DCT shift control, various methods have been employed to control the torque or 
speed state, with the aim of satisfying predetermined shift requirements in multiple shift 
phases [9,10,14,15]. Detailed control strategies for the clutch and engine speeds designed 
to meet the target torque requirements have been outlined in the literature [9]. In another 
study, the gear shifts were segmented into distinct phases, and control strategies for each 
phase based on the clutch slip and output torque information were proposed to ensure 
fast and smooth clutch engagement [10]. Additionally, a coordinated control algorithm 
for the engine and clutches considering the detailed modeling of the hydraulic actuators 
was introduced to achieve the target average torque [15]. 

The gear shift process in vehicles with stepped-ratio transmissions typically induces 
torsional vibrations in the driveline, which is attributed to an abrupt change in the gear 
ratio. As these driveline vibrations negatively impact the shift quality, it is imperative to 
conduct detailed analyses and dynamic modeling of this physical phenomenon. Such in-
vestigations are essential for gaining insights into effectively attenuating vibrations 
through the implementation of proper control methods or improvements in mechanical 
design. A comprehensive mathematical model of a vehicle powertrain equipped with an 
automatic transmission was developed considering nonlinearities in both the clutch and 
planetary gear sets [16]. To capture the influence of nonlinear clutch characteristics on 
driveline torsional vibration, a generic nonlinear driveline model was formulated [17]. 
Additionally, dynamic models for drivelines were established [18,19], focusing on the dy-
namic characteristics of the gear-rattling phenomenon in vehicles with a DCT under vari-
ous clutch engagement conditions. These studies provide valuable guidance for automo-
tive designers in optimizing driveline design strategies—particularly in addressing vari-
ous vibroacoustic issues. 

While most previous research focused on detailed modeling methods to accurately 
describe and analyze driveline vibrations, this work investigated the characteristics of the 
tradeoff between fast and smooth shifts during a clutch-to-clutch shift in an electrified 
vehicle with a dry DCT by combining experiments with model-based analyses. The ex-
perimental results revealed the primary factors in shift control that contribute to driveline 
torsional vibrations. Importantly, we demonstrated that the vibrations can be significantly 
reduced by addressing these factors through appropriate control methods without com-
promising shift time performance. In contrast to previous studies, a detailed control strat-
egy for the clutch-to-clutch shift is proposed on the basis of observations to provide quan-
titative guidance on how to control clutches and power sources for enhancing the shift 
quality with regard to driveline torsional vibrations and shift time. Furthermore, a drive 
motor control strategy is proposed to attenuate the remaining driveline oscillations im-
mediately after clutch lock-up. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the clutch-
to-clutch process of electrified vehicles with a DCT, which was investigated through 
model-based analysis and experiments. Section 3 introduces a novel shift control strategy 
aimed at minimizing driveline torsional vibrations without extending the shift time, with 
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a focus on the generation of reference trajectories for control and power-source feedback 
control. The effectiveness of the control strategy was experimentally verified using a test 
bench for a HEV with a dry DCT. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

 
Figure 2. Configuration of a parallel-type HEV with a DCT. 

2. Investigation of Clutch-to-Clutch Shifts 
2.1. Clutch-to-Clutch Shift Process 

In this study, we focused on the 1–2 upshift—a relatively challenging maneuver char-
acterized by significant torque transmission and large driveline vibrations. The primary 
goal of DCT shift control is to execute the clutch-to-clutch shift swiftly in alignment with 
the driver’s intention while ensuring that the criteria for both shift smoothness and driv-
ability are satisfied. As previously highlighted, the clutch-to-clutch shift process in a DCT 
vehicle occurs in three distinct phases: the torque, inertia, and end phases. Typically, the 
end phase is overlooked when managing gear shifts in traditional DCT vehicles because 
additional engine control during this phase provides limited scope for improvement. 
However, in the case of HEVs, the electric drive motor can actively contribute to reducing 
driveline oscillations during the end phase. Thus, the end phase is considered in this 
study, and a control strategy for each phase is developed according to the experimental 
analyses, as described in the following section. 

Figure 3 illustrates the typical driveline responses in a DCT vehicle during a gear 
shift from first to second. In the torque phase, the offgoing clutch stroke gradually de-
creases, whereas the oncoming clutch stroke increases. This facilitates the transfer of 
torque from the offgoing clutch to the oncoming clutch. During this phase, a change in the 
gear ratio reduces the output torque. Importantly, even with optimal control, which en-
sures the disengagement of the offgoing clutch and engagement of the oncoming clutch 
without engine flare or clutch tie-up, a dip in the output torque is unavoidable unless the 
power-source torque is further increased. The inertia phase begins when the offgoing 
clutch starts to slip. In this phase, the engine speed or power must be reduced to synchro-
nize with the input shaft featuring the new gear ratio. The reduction in engine speed, 
along with other mechanically linked components, such as the drive motor and ISG, in-
duces a significant overshoot in the output shaft torque, negatively affecting the shift qual-
ity. In conventional engine-driven vehicles, compensation for this inertial torque is typi-
cally achieved through engine-torque reduction control. However, in HEVs, the regener-
ative operation of the drive motor can be utilized to compensate for the inertial torque, 
resulting in a significantly enhanced fuel economy compared with traditional engine-
driven vehicles. The subsequent end phase begins when the oncoming clutch is fully en-
gaged with the engine. Unfortunately, the lock-up of the oncoming clutch often triggers 
driveline oscillations, negatively affecting the shift quality. These oscillations primarily 
result from the difference between the dynamic torque of the clutch before lock-up and its 
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static torque after lock-up. As illustrated in Figure 3, the precise control of the clutch and 
power sources during the inertia and end phases is crucial, given the relatively substantial 
driveline oscillations occurring in these phases compared with the torque phase, where 
speed or torque variations are minimal. Effectively addressing post-torque phase oscilla-
tions without extending the shift time is key to enhancing the overall shift performance. 

 
Figure 3. Clutch−to−clutch shift process of a DCT vehicle (1−2 upshift; clutch 1: offgoing, clutch 2: 
oncoming). 

2.2. Model-Based Analysis 
2.2.1. Driveline Model 

This section introduces a third-order model for the driveline of a HEV equipped with 
a DCT, as shown schematically in Figure 4 [20,21]. In contrast to traditional engine-driven 
vehicles, the examined parallel HEV incorporates two additional electric machines: an ISG 
and a drive motor [22]. Given that the focus of this study is on HEV gear shift control, our 
analysis is limited to parallel-mode operations, where the engine clutch is engaged and 
the vehicle is either partially or fully driven by the engine. In Figure 4, the variables ω, J, 
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and T represent the angular speed, inertia, and torque, respectively. The subscripts, in, c1, 
c2, o, w, and v denote the power sources (drive motor and engine), input shaft with clutch 
1, input shaft with clutch 2, output shaft, wheel, and vehicle, respectively. 

 
Figure 4. Driveline model structure. 

The speed dynamics of the power sources operating in the parallel mode are ex-
pressed by 

1 2in in in c cJ T T Tω = − −  (1) 

where Tin represents the input torque from the power sources, which is defined as the sum 
of the torques from all the power sources, and Jin represents the equivalent inertia of the 
power sources, including the inertia of all components co-rotating with the drive motor. 

Considering Jct2,eq as the equivalent inertia seen from clutch 2, which includes the in-
ertias of all components rotating synchronously with input shaft 2, the speed dynamics of 
input shaft 2 are expressed as 

2, 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 ,ct eq c t f c t f c oJ i i T i i T Tω = + −  (2) 

where it1 and it2 represent the gear ratios of input and transfer shafts 1 and 2, respectively, 
and if1 and if2 denote the final reduction gear ratios of each shaft. 

The torque transmitted through each clutch is determined by its state, which can be 
disengaged, slipped, or engaged [23]. 
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Here, kµ  , sµ  , nF  , cr  , N  , and tolε   represent the kinetic and static friction coeffi-
cients, actuator normal force, effective torque radius, number of friction surfaces, and 
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tuning parameter for determining slipping condition for each clutch, respectively. The 
subscript 1 and 2 denote clutch 1 and clutch 2, respectively. The clutch state is defined 
according to the magnitude of the slipping speed and a comparison between the maxi-
mum torque capacity ( 1,max 2,max,c cT T ) and the transmitted torque through the clutches 
from power sources ( 1 2,in inT T ). 

In the third-order driveline model, we neglect the torsional compliance in input 
shafts 1 and 2. Consequently, the difference in speed dynamics between these shafts is 
solely due to the gear ratios, as indicated by Equation (2). The speed dynamics of the 
wheel are expressed by Equation (5), using the torque balance principle. 

v w o vJ T Tω = −  (5) 

Here, To and Tv represent the output shaft torque and vehicle load torque, respec-
tively, and Jv represents the vehicle inertia. The output shaft torque can be expressed by 
Equation (6) using the torsional compliance model: 

( ) ( ).o o o w o o wT k bθ θ ω ω= − + −  (6) 

Here, the variable θ stands for torsional angle of the shaft, while ok  and oc  repre-
sent the torsional stiffness and damping coefficient of the output shaft, respectively. 

2.2.2. Investigation of Driveline Vibrations 
The evaluation of the driveline torsional vibrations involves a detailed examination 

of the oscillations in the output shaft torque. As shown in Figure 3, these torque oscilla-
tions result from three distinct phenomena during an upshift: torque dip, torque over-
shoot, and clutch lock-up oscillation. To enhance the shift quality, it is crucial to minimize 
these phenomena without extending the shift time. Equation (2) provides insight into the 
torque dip phenomenon. Owing to the larger gear ratios of clutch 1 (it1if1) compared with 
clutch 2 (it2if2), the output shaft torque inevitably decreases at the end of the torque phase, 
where the cross-shifts of clutches 1 and 2 are performed. 

Furthermore, according to Equation (2), the output shaft torque is predominantly in-
fluenced by the torque of clutch 2 during the inertia phase, where 1 0cT ≈ . According to 
Equation (1), the magnitude of the equivalent inertia of the power sources Jin is correlated 
with the amount of torque transmitted through clutch 2 required for synchronization with 
the power sources. Therefore, reducing the inertia or extending the synchronization time 
(shift time) is effective for eliminating torque overshoot; however, this approach may not 
be practical with regard to control. 

Finally, lock-up oscillations arise primarily from the difference between the dynamic 
torque (the second equation in (4)) and static torque (the third equation in (4)) of clutch 2 
during the inertia phase. Specifically, at the beginning of the inertia phase, the torque of 
clutch 2 can be modeled using the second equation in (4) to predict the behavior of the 
clutch during slipping. Subsequently, when synchronization between the clutch and drive 
motor is complete, the clutch torque can be expressed by the third equation in (4), indicat-
ing that the clutch torque is directly dependent on the power-source torque when en-
gaged. Reducing the disparity between the dynamic and static torques of the clutch 
through a sophisticated control strategy is crucial for eliminating oscillations following 
clutch lock-up. 

2.3. Experimental Analysis 
Experiments involving an electrified powertrain with a DCT were conducted on a 

test bench to investigate the clutch-to-clutch shift process in detail. The objective was to 
validate and gain a more comprehensive understanding of the findings derived from the 
model-based analyses. 
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2.3.1. Experimental Setup 
Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup of the test bench, whose parameters are 

presented in Table 1. The test bench had the same mechanical configuration as production 
DCTs, with encoders attached to multiple shafts to supply angular speed data to the con-
troller. Torque transducers were added to the shafts solely for validation purposes. Signal 
processing from these sensors and real-time execution of the control algorithm were per-
formed using a MicroAutobox dSPACE 1401. Importantly, this test bench is well suited 
for evaluating driveline control in a parallel HEV—particularly during parallel-mode op-
eration. The substantial inertia of the power source effectively represents the equivalent 
inertia of all the components on the power-source side of an actual vehicle. 

 
Figure 5. Test-bench setup. 

Table 1. Parameters for the test bench. 
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Units are SI-derived. 
(kg, N, m, rad, s) 

2.3.2. Experiments: Open-Loop Control 
Case #1: Fast clutch-to-clutch shift 
To investigate the tradeoff between smooth and fast shifts, experiments were con-

ducted on a DCT test bench under two extreme scenarios. The first is the case denoted as 
“fast gear shift” where the oncoming clutch is controlled in an open-loop manner such 
that it is engaged as fast as possible while the power-source torque is sufficiently reduced 
during the inertia phase to minimize the shift time. The results of fast-shift control are 
shown in Figure 6. As the position of the oncoming clutch increases rapidly, the torque 
transmitted through the clutch increases. The large dynamic torque generated by the on-
coming clutch leads to a large overshoot in the output shaft torque. The lock-up of the 
oncoming clutch is achieved at a very large stroke of the actuator, resulting in large lock-
up oscillations in the end phase. Such large variations in the output torque significantly 
degrade the shift quality, as indicated by the jerk plot in Figure 6e. However, a rapid in-
crease in the oncoming clutch torque substantially reduces the synchronization time. 
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(e) 

Figure 6. Experimental results for fast gear shift (open−loop control): (a) clutch actuator positions; 
(b) torques; (c) angular speeds; (d) output shaft torque; and (e) jerk. 

Case #2: Smooth clutch-to-clutch shift 
Next, an experiment involving the second scenario—“smooth gear shift”—was per-

formed for comparison. This scenario focuses only on minimizing the jerk by manipulat-
ing the oncoming clutch such that its stroke no longer increases during the inertia phase. 
The corresponding results are presented in Figure 7. In the inertia phase, the actuator 
stroke of the oncoming clutch is kept constant, which corresponds to small variations in 
the clutch torque and output shaft torque. In this manner, clutch lock-up is achieved at a 
very small clutch torque, which significantly reduces the lock-up oscillations compared 
with the first scenario. After the inertia phase, the clutch position was increased to ensure 
clutch lock-up until a new gear shift command was entered. The controller used to obtain 
the results is a simple open-loop controller from physical intuition; however, the results 
of the smooth shift are consistent with those of “optimal” smooth control specified in 
[24,25]. The results for the two scenarios are quantitatively compared in Table 2. 
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Figure 7. Experimental results for smooth gear shift (open−loop control): (a) clutch actuator posi-
tions; (b) torques; (c) angular speeds; (d) output shaft torque; and (e) jerk. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the experimental results for the two scenarios. 

 Fast Shift Control 
(Scenario 1) 

Smooth Shift Control 
(Scenario 2) 

Shift time (s) 0.892 1.64 
Integral of 

squared jerk 48.28 2.99 

The magnitude of the jerk or its squared equivalent directly reflects the physical im-
pact experienced by the driver. However, in assessing the smoothness of a gear shift, it is 
crucial to consider the shift time. Thus, the integrated value of the squared vehicle jerk 
during the inertia and end phases was employed to quantitatively assess the shift shock 
[26]. As indicated by Table 2, the shift time for smooth shift control was nearly twice that 
for fast shift control. Conversely, the jerk value was significantly lower for smooth shift 
control than for fast shift control. 

In practical terms, balancing the shift performances should consider factors such as 
the driver pedal position, vehicle conditions, and vehicle type. For instance, in a sports 
car, when the driver fully depresses the pedal for rapid acceleration, the focus should be 
on swift gear shifts, with less concern for shift shocks. However, in a sedan, if the driver 
desires a seamless gear shift by gently pressing the pedal, the shift control strategy should 
prioritize improving the shift shock rather than minimizing the shift time. A novel shift 
control strategy capable of fine-tuning based on the driver’s intentions and addressing the 
identified tradeoff characteristics was developed, as described in the subsequent section. 

2.4. Improving Tradeoff between Shift Time and Smoothness 
Enhancing the tradeoff between swift and smooth shift performance can be achieved 

through proper control of both the clutch and the power source. To substantiate this claim, 
several simulations were performed using the sophisticated DCT driveline model devel-
oped in MATLAB SimDriveline, with a focus on the 1−2 upshift condition. In these simu-
lations, three cases were examined, each representing different input combinations of 
clutch 2 torque and power-source torque during the inertia phase. The three cases exhib-
ited identical slip speed with the same acceleration responses (Figure 8c) but different 
output torque and jerk responses (Figure 8d,e). Notably, although all three cases exhibited 
identical shift times, they differed with regard to shift smoothness. 
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(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 8. Shift responses for different input combinations of the clutch and power source torque. 
(a) torque from power sources (b)clutch 2 torque (Nm) (c) clutch 2 slip speed (rad/s) (d) output 
shaft torque (Nm) (e) Vehicle jerk (m/s3). 

The crucial point is that during the inertia phase, the output torque response is pri-
marily determined by the clutch torque, whereas both the clutch torque and power-source 
torque contribute to shaping the slip speed response. This highlights the necessity for sim-
ultaneous control of the torque and speed states for improving shift quality. In addition, 
in the context of HEVs, incorporating a drive motor can enhance the overall control per-
formance compared with conventional engine-driven vehicles. 

3. Shift Control Strategy for Driveline Vibration Minimization 
As mentioned previously, vehicles with DCT require sophisticated control of 

clutches and power sources to achieve smooth and rapid torque transfer through the 
driveline during gear shifts. A typical control structure for the gear shift of HEVs with a 
DCT is shown in Figure 9 where the variable V stands for input for each actuator. The 
control scheme comprises a reference-trajectory generator and two hierarchical control 
loops. Initially, the reference-trajectory planning strategy establishes reference values for 
the control states to satisfy the desired shift performance. Subsequently, the upper-level 
controller computes the required torque values for the clutches and power sources to sat-
isfy the desired shift performance, whereas the lower-level controller implements specific 
strategies for each actuator to track the desired torques accurately. The focus of this study 
is the reference-trajectory planning component, which significantly affects determining 
the overall shift quality. 

In the inertia-phase control strategy, the following three assumptions are considered: 
1. The ISG is inactive during gear shifts, implying that 0.ISGT =  
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2. To prevent excessive torsional distortion in the driveline, the reduction in torque 
from the power sources is constrained by the inequality: 

0= + + = + ≥in ISG ISG e dm e dmT i T T T T T . 
3. The drive motor is solely responsible for adjusting torque during the inertia phase 

control within the constraints of motor power. 

 
Figure 9. Typical gear shift control structure for electrified vehicles with DCTs. 

3.1. Control Strategy and Analysis for Inertia Phase 
3.1.1. Reference-Trajectory Planning 

According to the insights from the model-based analysis outlined in Section 2, it be-
comes evident that the control performance during the inertia and end phases notably 
impacts the quality of the shift. Therefore, this subsection focuses on the development of 
a detailed strategy for generating reference state trajectories for feedback control during 
the inertia phase. 

Throughout the inertia phase, the output shaft torque and slip speed of the oncoming 
clutch are designated as the outputs to be regulated by two actuators: the oncoming clutch 
and the power source (drive motor). Viewing the gear shift control problem as a tracking 
control problem for the speed and torque states within the vehicle driveline underscores 
the importance of defining reference trajectories. Because the control states are directly 
related to shift quality, it is crucial to define their reference trajectories. Assuming minimal 
changes in the input torque from the power sources during a gear shift, the output shaft 
torque value at the location of the oncoming clutch is precisely computed using the input 
torque and gear ratio data. With the proper execution of torque-phase control (beyond the 
scope of this study), the initial and final values of the output torque align with the static 
torque of the new gear engagement. Similarly, the slip speed values before and after the 
gear shift are determined from speed measurements. Consequently, it is essential to de-
sign the desired transient trajectories for the states between the initial and final values 
during the inertia phase, as shown in Figure 10. 

The reference values for the two control states were tailored to optimize the shift 
smoothness, aligning with the desired shift time determined by the driver’s pedal posi-
tion. As shown in Figure 7, achieving the optimal shift smoothness involves maintaining 
the desired output torque value at the static torque value corresponding to the engage-
ment of the new gear, even if it potentially compromises the desired shift time require-
ment. Initially, we designed the reference trajectory for the slip speed of the oncoming 
clutch to increase the deceleration magnitude until the first half of the inertia phase, 
thereby expediting the shift time before gradually reducing it until the conclusion of the 
phase to ensure superior shift quality. Minimizing the slip acceleration at the end of the 
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inertia phase is essential for mitigating the torque discontinuity between the pre- and post-
lock-up states [27]. 

 
Figure 10. Development of the control strategy for the inertia and end phases. 

The conditions for the slip speed and acceleration at clutch lock-up to eliminate the 
lock-up vibrations are expressed as follows: 

2 , 2 ,( ) ( ) 0,sl ip f sl ip ft tω ω= =  (7) 

where 
,ip ft  represents the end time of the inertia phase. 

Additionally, the output shaft torque values should increase until halfway through 
the inertia phase to facilitate rapid engagement and then decrease during the remaining 
duration to minimize lock-up oscillations. Specifically, by defining 

, _o s newT  as the static 
output torque value when the new gear is engaged after lock-up, the initial and final value 
conditions for the output shaft torque can be expressed as follows: 

, , , _( ) ( ) ,o ip i o ip f o s newT t T t T= =  (8) 

where 
,ip it  represents the initiation time of the inertia phase. 

The combination of Equations (7) and (8) ensures the minimization of the driveline 
oscillations after lock-up. Equation (8) specifies that although the stroke of the oncoming 
clutch increases during the inertia phase, it should be reduced to the level of the next static 
torque at lock-up. The reference state trajectories that satisfy the desired shift time and 
boundary conditions specified in Equations (7) and (8) are established and organized as 
look-up tables. These trajectories assume a sinusoidal shape and are selected for their 
smoothness, facilitating tracking via lower-level actuator control. The structure of the 
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reference value generator is illustrated in Figure 11. Once the inertia-phase flag is acti-
vated, the generator operates in real time to generate reference values for inertia-phase 
control. The desired shift time and maximum allowable output torque value, which are 
determined by the driver’s inputs, are established, and the corresponding references are 
fed to the controller. 

 
Figure 11. Reference-trajectory generator for feedback control in the inertia phase. 

3.1.2. Reference Tracking Controllers 
The reference tracking controllers consist of an upper-level controller that computes 

the required torque values for clutches and power sources to align with the reference tra-
jectories and a lower-level controller that manages the strategies for each actuator to pre-
cisely track the desired torques. Although the detailed development of reference tracking 
controllers is beyond the scope of this study, we present a brief overview of the controllers 
utilized for validation. 

The upper-level controller used has the form of an observer-based H-infinity loop-
shaping controller combined with feedforward control, whose design procedure is ex-
plained in [7]. The robust feedback control law based on H-infinity loop shaping is utilized 
to accurately track the desired state values in the presence of uncertainties and disturb-
ances [28]. Because the output shaft torque state is generally not directly measurable in a 
vehicle, it is estimated using an adaptive torque observer developed in the author’s pre-
vious study [29]. The upper-level control generates the desired torque input values for the 
oncoming clutch and power source in real time. In the lower-level control loop, the drive 
motor is regulated by the inverter drive via pulse-width modulation, and the clutch actu-
ators are controlled using a proportional–derivative control algorithm to track the respec-
tive desired clutch torque. 

3.1.3. Influences of Inaccurate Power-Source Control 
Another factor that should be considered to achieve outstanding shift quality is the 

characteristics of the actuators. The intricate control strategy developed in the preceding 
subsections relies on the ability of both the clutch actuator and the drive motor to accu-
rately follow the reference torque trajectories. In this section, we focus on evaluating the 
performance of the power-source control (engine control or drive-motor control). To 
demonstrate the adverse effects of inaccurate drive motor control on the overall shift per-
formance, we conducted several experiments on a test bench, and the results are shown 
in Figure 12. 
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(e) 

Figure 12. Experimental results for inaccurate drive motor control: (a) clutch actuator positions; (b) 
torques; (c) angular speeds; (d) clutch 2 slip speed; and © output shaft torque. (TP: torque phase, IP: 
inertia phase, EP: end phase); (e) output shaft torque (Nm). 

According to the inertia-phase control strategy outlined in Section 3.1, the input 
torque command is gradually reduced to nearly zero, whereas the position of the oncom-
ing clutch is increased to facilitate rapid engagement during the inertia phase. Immedi-
ately before lock-up, the clutch position slightly decreased to mitigate lock-up oscillations. 
Following the inertia phase, the input torque command denoted as “power source (cmd)” 
in Figure 12b is promptly restored to its original value. However, it became evident that 
while the designed inertia-phase strategy achieved the desired shift time and effectively 
reduced the inertial torque overshoot, it did not effectively address the lock-up oscilla-
tions. The primary issue was the delayed torque response of the power source (“power 
source” in Figure 12b). Although a drive motor known for having a faster torque response 
than an engine was utilized, inherent time delays and phase lags in the torque control loop 
persisted. Consequently, the input torque reduction during the inertia phase was not 
promptly restored, resulting in undesirable vibrations. One potential solution for increas-
ing the torque response speed is to limit the torque reduction. Additional experiments 
were conducted to explore the impact of limiting the input torque reduction. Figures 13 
and 14 illustrate the effects of varying the minimum input torque value and input torque 
recovery time on the lock-up oscillations, respectively. The same control strategy was ap-
plied to clutch 2, with only the input torque control of the drive motor varying during the 
experiment. 
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Figure 13. Effects of input torque reduction on lock-up oscillation: (a) 100% reduction; (b) 70% re-
duction; and (c) 50% reduction. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14. Effects of the input torque recovery time at the lock-up on oscillation: (a) torque recov-
ery condition: |𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖| < 0.5; and (b) torque recovery condition: |𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐2 − 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖| < 10. 
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In Figure 13, as the amount of torque reduction decreases, the reduced torque is re-
stored more rapidly to its original value at the conclusion of the inertia phase, mitigating 
the torque discontinuity and driveline oscillations during lock-up. However, limiting the 
input torque reduction has adverse effects on the shift time, as shown in Table 3. Figure 
14 compares two cases with different time of turning off the power source control during 
the inertia phase. The results demonstrated that the early torque recovery case (turning 
off the power source control in the inertia phase if 

2 10 ( / )in c rad sω ω− < ) exhibited much 
better performance in terms of the driveline vibrations because it considered the response 
time of the drive motor, as described in Table 4. Based on the observations, the inertia 
phase motor control is calibrated so that the amount of the torque reduction is limited to 
80% and the motor control is deactivated when 

2 10 ( / )in c rad sω ω− < , facilitating early 
recovery of the input torque at the end of the inertia phase. 

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of the results in Figure 13. 

Amount of Torque Reduction Average Inertia-Phase Time (s) Integral of Squared Jerk 
100% 0.60 7.65 
70% 0.67 6.24 
50% 0.74 3.40 

Table 4. Quantitative comparison of the results in Figure 14. 

Torque Recovery Time Average Inertia-Phase Time (s) Integral of Squared Jerk 
Late 0.61 6.68 
Early 0.66 2.98 

3.2. Additional End-Phase Control 
In this subsection, an additional control strategy for the end phase is introduced to 

address driveline vibrations that cannot be effectively managed solely through inertia-
phase control. Theoretically, the inertia-phase control strategy is designed to effectively 
mitigate lock-up oscillations and torque overshoot during this phase. However, several 
factors may degrade the shift performance, such as unknown delays in actuators and sen-
sors, along with external disturbances. To address the residual driveline vibrations in the 
end phase, a feedback control law was developed to minimize the difference between the 
transmission input speed multiplied by the gear ratios and the wheel speed, as depicted 
in Figure 15; thus, the lock-up oscillations were reduced. By utilizing the rapid torque 
response of the drive motor, a significant improvement in driveline oscillations at the start 
of the end phase can be achieved. As noted in the previous subsection, the drive motor 
may struggle to precisely track the desired torque during the inertia phase because of the 
substantial torque changes required. However, the dynamic response of the motor re-
mains sufficiently rapid to regulate the torsional vibration in the end phase. 
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Figure 15. End-phase control structure. 

3.3. Experimental Validation 
Experiments were conducted on a DCT driveline test bench to validate the proposed 

control strategy empirically. The control results are shown in Figure 16. Because the clutch 
control strategy was the same for both results in Figures 12 and 16, they demonstrated 
comparable performances in terms of torque overshoot in inertia phase. However, the lat-
ter results exhibited far better driveline vibrations with the proposed drive motor control 
strategy. In Figure 16b, the drive-motor torque is reduced to near zero but quickly re-
bounds to its initial value upon the lock-up of clutch 2. Additionally, the drive motor con-
trol was activated during the end phase to attenuate any remaining lock-up oscillations. 
Consequently, the proposed approach exhibited significantly enhanced driveline vibra-
tions during the gear shift compared with the outcomes shown in Figure 12. Thus, it was 
experimentally confirmed that the proposed control strategy is highly effective for clutch-
to-clutch shift control in HEVs with a DCT. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 16. Experimental validation of the proposed control strategy: (a) clutch actuator positions; 
(b) torques; (c) angular speeds; (d) slip speed of the oncoming clutch; and (e) output shaft torque. 

4. Conclusions 
The clutch-to-clutch shifts in electrified vehicles equipped with DCTs were investi-

gated in detail, with a focus on minimizing driveline vibrations. Through theoretical anal-
yses, simulations, and experiments, valuable insights into optimizing the shift quality of 
HEVs with DCTs were obtained. The proposed control strategy, which addresses the gen-
eration of reference trajectories for inertia-phase control, was confirmed to be effective for 
reducing driveline torsional vibrations during gear shifts with the aid of additional end-
phase control. By addressing challenges such as inaccurate power-source control and re-
sidual driveline vibrations in the end phase, a comprehensive solution was developed for 
achieving smooth and rapid clutch-to-clutch shifts in HEVs with DCTs. The findings of 
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this study provide valuable guidance for the development of shift control strategies in 
vehicles with clutches and can lead to improvements in overall vehicle drivability and 
shift quality. The future work will include refining the detailed control strategy for down-
shifts in electrified vehicles equipped with DCTs, building upon the analysis results pre-
sented in this study. 
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